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Intersections: Amazigh (Berber) Literary Space
DanielaMerolla
The interaction of artistic productions with several languages, literary markets and
media is crucial in the Amazigh literary space. Focusing on writers who use the
Amazigh (Berber) language, this study addresses contemporary directions in Mo-
roccan Amazigh (Berber) artistic works set against the historical and literary back-
ground of the Maghreb as well as the Amazigh diaspora in Europe. It also discusses
Amazigh elements in Dutch novels and short stories published by writers of Riffian
heritage. The term “Berber” will be used throughout this essay to indicate the his-
torical continuity of the field of study.
Amazigh (Berber) Literary Space
As in the past, manifold genres, languages, and media constitute the Amazigh (Ber-
ber) literary space of today. Writers since the beginning of the twentieth century CE
have contributed to a contemporary literature written in one of the Amazigh lan-
guage variants, while other authors of Amazigh heritage have published novels in
FrenchandArabic.1Novels andplays published inDutchbywriters originating from
theRif have received public acclaim,while someBerber authors have started towrite
in Spanish.Newwaves ofmigration andmigration patterns have producedworks by
Berbers in Italian and English as well.
This is not to say that literacy was unknown in the past. The contemporary de-
velopments inwritten literature are not isolated frombroader innovations in the lit-
erary market; some Amazigh writers, storytellers and singers were and are involved
in multiple circuits of written and oral literary production. If most narratives and
poetry until the last century were orally created and transmitted, Amazigh speakers
since antiquity have known forms of script (Lybian, Tifinagh) while traders and reli-
gious leaders werewell versed in the area’s dominant languages.2Collections of tales
andpoems allow readers to enjoy elaborate oral literary traditions. Though someoral
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genres seem to disappear along with their contexts of production, new forms have
also arisen. Increasingly, the overwhelmingly varied and enormously popular genre
of “modern songs” incorporates “classical” musical styles with inspiration and in-
struments from around theworld. For example, the songs ofHindi Zahra, who sings
in English, and Chleuh Berber incorporate Chleuh sounds with blues, jazz, Ameri-
can folk, Egyptianmusic, and the influence of African singers such as Ali Farka Touré
and Youssou N’Dour.3 Another example is the music of the Tuareg band Tinari-
wen whose members play teherdent (lute), imzad (violin), tinde (drum) and electric
guitar. Morgan4 argues that they merge the Tuareg style of assouf (“solitude” or
“nostalgia”) with influences from Kabyle Berber contemporary songs, Malian blues,
Algerian urban raï andMoroccan chaabi, pop, rock and Indianmusic.5
Another examplemay be seen in the revitalization of folktales in family settings
and schools through films, novels, children’s books, and cartoons. Not only are folk-
tales documented in past collections, but they also represent a still vigorous oral
heritage responding to the new contexts of school education and exposure to var-
ious media.6 Thanks to international attention, storytellers again narrate folktales
andperformcomicpieces in townplazas. For example,Djamaa el-Fna Square inMar-
rakesh, where storytellers gather, was added to the UNESCOWorld Heritage List in
2001, while researchers, journalists, photographers and tour agencies have drawn at-
tention to Arabic and Berber Moroccan storytelling in public squares and markets.7
Told, sung, written, video-recorded, and spread online,8 Amazigh oral literature is
taking on a new life.
The notion of “literary space” can help us to understand long-term as well as
more recent developments, which include multilingual, multimedia productions
that intersect and interact with literatures produced in one of the vernacular forms
of Amazigh (the Berber language).9Across languages of creation and variations in in-
dividualpositions,we seenumerousoral andwrittenworksmarkedby their authors’
family language and by scenes and characters (partially) set in Amazigh environ-
ments. The nationalist critique in Morocco and Algeria10 and the debate over the
literary use of languages other than the author’s “mother tongue”11 notwithstand-
ing, we see that the new political and intellectual climate of the Maghreb is leading
to acceptance of the multilingualism that has resulted from long-term processes
of expansion and migration. By recognizing the creative process that has resulted
from interaction with other literatures and “literary spaces,” the umbrella notion of
“Amazigh (Berber) literary space” transcends the distinction between “Amazigh lit-
erature” – i.e. created in one of the Amazigh vernaculars – and literaryworks in other
languages.
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Tamazigh/ Amazigh/ Imazighen in theMaghreb
Some notes on the denomination and geographical spread of the Amazigh (Berber)
language may be useful at this point. Since the 1990s, the term “Amazigh” (or Ama-
zigh language) has seen widespread use.12 It has gradually replaced “Berber” in daily
use; and it is accepted in academic discourse.13 Amazigh is used in the names of
the institutes created to study the Amazigh language and culture in Algeria (Haut
Commissariat à l’Amazighité, 1995) and in Morocco (Institute Royal de la Culture
Amazighe, 2001).Other terms suchasTarifit, Tachelhiyt, Takbaylit andTamashekde-
scribe some of the language variations spoken locally fromMorocco to the Egyptian
oasis of Siwa, along the Libyanborder, and from theMediterranean coast toMaurita-
nia,Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso andnorthernNigeria. InMorocco people speak Tarifit
in theRifmountains, Tamazight in theMiddleAtlas, andTachelhiyt (orChleuh) fur-
ther south in the Souss region. Amazigh people are estimated to number between
12 and 25 million, which makes Amazigh the second language of the Maghreb af-
ter Arabic.14As a consequence ofmigration, there are Amazigh (Berber) communities
in France, Belgium, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Canada and the United States. An
estimated two-thirds of Moroccan immigrants in the Netherlands speak Tarifit or
come from a Berber-speaking region.15
We can speak of related Berber “languages” on account of the scattered nature of
Amazigh linguistic communities in theMaghreb, the peculiarities of local variants,
and because only a few speakers in the past were conscious of the linguistic unity of
Amazigh. At the same time, scholars use the term Berber “language” to denote its
unity at the meta-linguistic level and to indicate extended inter-comprehension.16
Today, the termsAmazigh and Imazighen indicate anewawareness amongAmazigh
speakers of their linguistic unity and cultural specificity.
The present position of the Amazigh language in the Maghreb varies widely.
Though their language is recognized as a national language in Mali and Niger, the
once nomadic Tuaregs have borne the brunt of the creation ofmodern nation-states
and their insurmountable borders.17 The 2012 Tuareg-led rebellion and declaration
of the independent state of Azawad inNorthMali are linked to long-standing socio-
economic marginalization.18 In Kadafi’s Libya, there was no room for language mi-
norities, and the current situation remains far from clear.19 More open attitudes
have prevailed inMorocco andAlgeria,where academic institutes have been founded
committed to the study of Amazigh and Amazigh courses of study have been open at
majoruniversities. InMorocco, thepilot projects of alphabetization inAmazighhave
been launched by the Moroccan Royal Institute for Amazighity, and the Amazigh
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language gained official status in the new Moroccan constitution of 2011. Never-
theless, Amazigh is not yet fully integrated into mass education, and contradictory
policies affect government recognition ofmultilingualism.20Recent demonstrations
in theMoroccan Rif in favor of economic, democratic and language rights have been
met bymilitary force.21Although the demonstrationswere part of a broader national
movement for democratization, they also revealed the enduring difficulties experi-
enced by regional minorities within centralized states.
Amazigh Literary Space inMorocco and the Netherlands:
Novels and Short Stories
References to Amazigh languages and communities appear in the French and Arabic
works of renowned Moroccan writers such as Mohamed Khair-Eddine, Mohamed
Choukri and Ahmed Toufiq.22 Most known for its Chleuh setting is Khair-Eddine’s
Légende et vie d’Agoun’chich.23 In the first part of this novel, the narrator discovers
and describes an impoverished region and its inhabitants whoseminority culture is
threatened by colonial and post-colonial economic and political systems.24 The nar-
rator’s deep attachment to the Chleuh language and land takes form in a narrative
that reconstructs a forgotten past from the perspective of a Chleuh outlaw villager.
The recreation of tales andmyths in a poetic and oneiric style questions the homog-
enizing andmanipulative vision of cultural identity promoted by centralized power
andpolitics.25The initial narrator’s voice recollects long-termcontinuity and“métis-
sage” in Africa, while the narrative is marked by violence, local and international
conflicts, and loss of personal and social identity.26
The tales of storyteller and painter Mohamed Mrabet present a particular form
of oral-written interaction and take on an international, multilingual, and urban
form in Paul Bowles’ English translation and “recreation”.27 Mrabet’s memories of
the Rif and his attachment to his heritage are narrated in the first chapter of his au-
tobiographical work with Eric Valentin.28 More recently, we find elements of Khair-
Eddine’s oneiric approach in Mohamed Nadrani’s visual representation of social
and historical themes in the cartoons “The Sarcophagus of the Complex: Enforced
Disappearances,”29 on political repression in Morocco under King Hassan II, and
“Emir Abdelkrim,”30 on the Republic of the Rif, claiming independence from Spain
and theMoroccan Sultan in 1921.
A number of authors from the Rif have achieved public and critical acclaim for
their works in Dutch, including Abdelkader Benali, Khalid Boudou, Said El Haji,
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and Mustafa Stitou. Benali received major literary awards including the Geertjan
Lubberhuizen Award in 1997, the Libris Prize in 2003, and the Best Foreign Novel
in 1999 for the French translation of Bruiloft aan zee (Wedding by the Sea).31 Khalid
Boudou won the Gouden Ezelsoor Prize in 2002 forHet schnitzelparadijs (The Schnitzel
Paradise),32 while Mustafa Stitou received the prestigious VSB Poëzieprijs in 2004 for
his poems Varkensroze ansichten (Pink Pigs Postcards).33
The written production in Amazigh has grown in recent years thanks to Chleuh
and Riffian writers. Although academic institutions do not yet consistently support
them, cultural associations across the territory have supported the publication of
poems and novels in Amazigh.34 Two of the oldest associations, AMREC (Association
Marocaine de Recherches et Échanges Culturels) and ANCAP – Tamaynut (Associ-
ation Nouvelle pour la Culture et les Arts Populaires – The New One), as well as
the Agadir Summer University (AUEA), have played key roles in organizing cultural
meetings for artists, activists, and scholars to discuss linguistic and literary themes.
Since the 1970s, both AMREC and Tamaynut have published periodicals such as
Amud (Seeds), Anaruz (Hope), Arraten (Documents), Tamunt (Togetherness), and Tasa-
fut (Torch).35Nevertheless, contemporary written literature involves acute problems
of marketing given the size of the reading public. Whereas theater and stand-up co-
medians are able to bridge the communication gap and attract larger audiences,36
Amazigh novels and short stories are often self-financed and scattered across the
small or ephemeral periodicals of cultural associations.
Chleuh
The first contemporary novel written in ChleuhwasMohammed Akunad’s Tawargit
d imik (ADreamandaLittleMore)published in2002.37 It addresses a “classical”dilemma
of Islamic preaching in the Chleuh area: the need to use the language of the villagers
to communicate religious ideas and values.38 But unforeseen consequences explode
when the cleric Si Brahim begins to preach in Chleuh. The villagers want him to
speakaboutgovernment land-grabbingandcorruption.Understanding the sermon,
women do not recognize themselves in the feminine images derived from classical
texts and ask him to preach about their actual lives and present needs. Si Brahim,
under pressure from political and religious authorities, faces a new dilemma: give
up his initiative and preach in Arabic or abandon his position as fqih of the village.39
By focusing on individual experience and avoiding didactic discussions of language
rights, the novel joins a streamofMaghrebianworks that explore the rural world. In
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contrast to the works of Khair-Eddine and Ahmed Toufiq, Tawargit d imik focuses on
the contemporary time and world.
Before Akunad, Mohamed Moustaoui, Hassan Id Belqasm and Ali Sedki-Azayku
and others had published collections of poems in Chleuh in the 1970s, while Ali
Mimoun Essafi published the first Chleuh play in the 1980s.40 According to several
members of the writers’ association Tirra (Writing),41 there are discernible differ-
encesbetweenolder andyoungergenerationsofwriters. Earlier authors,whousually
began writing in Arabic and later switched to Chleuh, were influenced by Chleuh
manuscripts and traditional poetry and rhythms. Younger generations tend towrite
in “standard” Amazigh, often in Latin or in Tifinagh characters, andmake use of ne-
ologisms as well as the other Amazigh language variants of Morocco and Algeria. As
there was no school curriculum in Amazigh, the acquisition of a “standard” written
language is one of the effects of the remarkable activism of cultural associations that
offered courses and information across the country. These younger generations do
not necessarily follow Chleuh styles and rhythms, even though the language ques-
tion is central in theirwork. The choice towrite prose can also be seen as a significant
departure fromprevious publications.One of the long-termdebates onAmazighhas
concerned the kind of language that could or should be used for literary, academic,
and factual writing: a unified (non-existent in the spoken form) Amazigh, a stan-
dardized vernacular “purified” of loan words from Arabic and French (replaced by
neologisms and outmoded terms), or a relatively standardized literary form close to
the spoken language. The discussionbecomes evenmore complex in the case of artis-
tic expression since “working on the language” and innovation are themselves part
of the literary project. Akunad’s ADream and a LittleMore seeks a difficult balance be-
tween vernacular and standardized literary forms.42
Currently there are some fifty novels and collections of short stories published
in Chleuh, including Muzya43 and Amussu numalu44 by Lahacem Zaheur, Ijjigen n
tidi by Mohamed Akunad,45 Ijawwan n tayri by Brahim Lasri Amazigh,46 and Igdad n
WihranbyLahoucineBouyaakoubi.47 Someof the titles seemtoexpress, consciouslyor
unconsciously, a position in the languagedebate since thewriters chooseneologisms
and obsolete terms.48 Bouyaakoubi suggests that the titles of the younger generation
more generally signal literary intervention as they innovate on daily language use.49
If the language debate continues to inform chosen titles and themes, as in Aku-
nad’s first novel, new writers, under the influence of international poetry and phi-
losophy, focus on urban life and topics.50 For example, Brahim Lasri Amazigh’s “The
Siroccos of Love” treats the social censure of sexual relationships out of wedlock and
the consequences for a young woman, symbolically named Tilelli (Freedom), when
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she gets pregnant and looks for someone to shelter her in the months preceding
childbirth.51 Bouyaakoubi explains that this subject, when spoken of openly, is usu-
ally off limits in Amazigh literature. Moreover, the language of sexuality and the
body used by Lasri is both upsetting and a renewal; instead of using classical Arabic
or French, he uses Chleuh terms for the body that are only used in private.52
Tarifit
Migration, travel, and memory are central themes in Riffian novels. There is signif-
icant continuity between the Rif and the diaspora in France, Belgium, Spain, and
the Netherlands, with the first novels and short stories written in Tarifit appearing
in Morocco, the Netherlands, and Spain. In the Netherlands, writers from the Rif
who publish in Dutch have won public recognition, while those who choose to or
are able to write in Tarifit are known among the activist circuit or in the larger Mo-
roccan migrant community when they combine writing with theater and music. A
number of short stories and collections of songs have appeared in Spanish thanks
toMohamed Toufali.53Many Riffian artists, in particular singers andmusicians, are
active in Melilla, the multilingual and multicultural Spanish outpost in Morocco.54
Institutional support for Amazigh language, literature, and music is however lack-
ing in Spain, which seems to indicate ignorance of, or disinterest for, the historical
richness of reciprocal influences and the more recent colonial past.55
While Fouad Azeroual, theater-maker fromNador, wrote seven plays and a novel
in the mid-1990s, the first novel published in Tarifit was Mohamed Chacha’s Re.z
.t.tabu ad d teffegh tfukt.56 Chacha also published another novel and four collections
of short stories and poems.57 Mustafa Ayned, musician, singer, actor, and writer,
brought out ironic and tender short stories in Re .hriq n tiri.58 Other writers have
produced both novels and theater pieces, includingMohamed Bouzaggou, Jar u jar,59
and Said Belgharbi, A.swa .d yebuyeb .hen!.60 Several collections of short stories have also
been published in Arabic script by BouzianMoussaoui andMohammedOuachikh.61
Among women writers, Fatima Bouziane has published several short stories in
Arabic,62 while Tasrit n we.zru by Samira Yedjis63 is the first novel in Tarifit written by
a woman.64 Its title refers to an oral tale, the story of a young bride kidnapped by
the jinns and transformed into a rock. This is largely a story seen through women’s
eyes though it also contains elements of a family saga spanning three generations.
The first part concerns the village life and difficultmarriage ofHniyya, the young fe-
male protagonist. The second describes the fighting spirit andmilitary resistance of
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Hniyya and her family during the war against Spain. The third part closes on amore
optimistic note, following the difficulties experienced by the protagonist in adapt-
ing to urban life andher pain of separation fromher children and grandchildren due
to migration.65
Dutch
As mentioned above, authors of Riffian heritage have won critical acclaim in the
Netherlands. Tarifit is present as a literary element in some of the works of au-
thors such as Abdelkader Benali, Khalid Boudou, Said El Haji, and Mustafa Stitou.
For example, “The Days of Satan” by Said El Haji addresses the lack of historical con-
sciousness in the Rif.66 In a satirical dialogue between Satan, the village imam and
elderly immigrants from the Rif, the reader is made to understand that they have
never heard of the Berber King Juba II or other figures of ancient history and that
they have also forgotten Abdelkrim El-Khattabi,67 the founder of the Republic of the
Rif. “Nobody knew these names – and that said enough”, concludes the scene.68
Abdelkader Benali’s first novel Weddings at Sea takes on Rif migrants who try to
cement their ties to their land of origin through marriage.69 The main character,
Lamarat, is a youngmanwho goes to the Rif for thewedding of his sister and uncle.70
His young uncle flees to a nearby town, and Lamarat is sent by his father to bring
the bridegroom back, but the bridegroom’s temporary refuge in the local bordello
irreparably wounds the pride of the bride, Rebekka, leading to a paradoxical end.
The story iswoven around an intricate sequence of events, past and present, narrated
during Lamarat’s taxi ride from the house by the sea to the town. The inter-related
themes that organize the narrative are introduced at the beginning of the novel:mi-
gration and the return to the “land of origin,”71men’s fear ofmarriage, impoverished
and degrading villages, and the cultural distance of returning migrants from their
native villages represented by Lamarat’s tourist-like gaze.72 The family house built
by Lamarat’s father deteriorates over the course of the narrative; its final collapse co-
incides with the failure of the wedding and the impossibility of recovery from the
consuming consequences of emigration/ immigration.73 Different literary styles –
childlike in some episodes and a stream-of-consciousness mode in others – submit
the Dutch language to various forms of deterritorialization.
In Benali’s novel, the stereotype of the Rif ’s backwardness is a recurrent theme
treated with light irony. Lamarat’s birth and the love story between his father and
mother are reminiscent of rural folktales.74 When Lamarat goes to Morocco, he dis-
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covers that he is the only one who does not understand his Tarifit-speaking grand-
mother, and is therefore the ignorant (“illiterate”) one in the family. The narrator
playfully recollects a meeting between Lamarat and a Dutch salesman who wants
to sell him plastic chairs. The vendor addresses Lamarat in a rather offensive mix of
Berber, Arabic and Dutch, because he “knows” that he must address Berber high-
landers in a “rustic” way. With Lamarat speaking standard Dutch and the Dutch
salesman speaking coarse Arabic and Berber, the scene offers another ironic subver-
sion of the expected ignorance of Riffian characters.75
As these examples show, the references to the Rif and the Amazigh language
are not part of folkloric presentation, regionalism, or didactic teaching. These ele-
ments are involved in the narrative of contradictory pulling forces through plays on
words, irony, and an often phantasmagorical style, while the characters construct,
de-construct, and re-construct their social and personal lives in the Netherlands as
well as theirmemories from an elusive “home country”. If deep “horseradish” roots76
counter the estrangement of migration, in these texts Morocco tends to become a
place for summer holidays.
Conclusion
The rich and diversified literary production included under the umbrella notion of
“Amazigh literary space” gives us a glimpse of a world in transformation. Thanks
to cultural baggage developed in the multiple languages learnt at home, school
or in emigration, Amazigh writers develop their artistic creativity and give poetic
form to the difficulty of daily living in rural and urban contexts; they portray, mix,
and reconstruct socially and individually scathing issues. A common trait is that,
whether the setting of the works is an Amazigh region or not, the reference to
the Amazigh language is not ethnographic or didactic, but rather integrated in
the characterization and the narrative. The main difference occurs when migrant
writers, such as those writing in Dutch, adopt a tourist gaze. Within the Amazigh
literary space, there is a definite effort to create a written literature in Amazigh.
Writers build on the experience of their predecessors, whether they used Amazigh,
French, or Arabic. As the production of novels in Amazigh becomes increasingly
“normal,” the language question is less and less explicitly treated. We also see that
artistic effervescence – the myriad of cultural, journalistic, and academic activities
together with the personal effort of diffusion – encounters difficulties known to all
literary writing in Morocco.77 However, these difficulties are made more acute by
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the extreme limitation of audience and the scarce funds for Amazigh publishing
houses. In this respect, the situation does not appear to have changed over the last
decade: songs and theater in Tarifit are widespread at the popular levels, and while
the increasing use of new media – whether radio, television or the Internet – is
certainly important, it does not yet fully support the publication of artistic writing
in Amazigh.
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58 Mustafa Ayned, Re .hriq n tiri (The Pain of the Shadow) (Amsterdam: Izaouran, 1996).
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Trifagraph, 2001); M. Bouzaggou, Jar u jar (Between the Two) (Berkane: Trifagraph, 2004).
60 Saïd Belgharbi, A.swa .d yebuyeb .hen! (The Hoarse Look!) (Berkane: Trifagraph, 2006).
61 Abderrahman El Aissati and Yahya E-rramdani, “Berbers,” in Guus Extra and Jan Jaap
de Ruiter, eds., Babylon aan de Noordzee: Nieuwe talen in Nederland (Amsterdam: Bulaaq,
2001), 60–77.
62 Personal interview, 2005. Toufali (2007) published, among others, a Spanish translation
of a short story by Fatima Bouziane, “Normal,” in Mohamed Toufali, Escritores Rifeños
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2007), 14–17, www.Lulu.com.
63 Samira Yedjis n Idura nArrif (pseudonym),Tasrit nwe.zru (The Bride of the Rock) (Oujda:
Anakhla, 2001).
64 Though two chapters of Fatima Merabti’s Kabyle novel Yir Tagmat (Bad Brotherhood)
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FatimaMerabti, Yir Tagmat (BadBrotherhood), Tizir (Nov. 1997): 36–40 et (Jan. 1998): 35–38;
the first novel published in Taqbaylit by a woman writer is Lynda Koudache, Aâecciw
n tmes (The Fire Shelter) (Tizi-Ouzou: Editions Tasekla, 2009); many novels and poems
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65 Abdel Mottaleb Zizaoui, L’ écriture et le défi dans le roman “Tasrit n we.zru,” Ayamun Cy-
berRevue de littérature berbère 34 (July, 2008), http://www.ayamun.com/Juillet2008.htm.
66 Saïd El Haji,De dagen van Sjaitan (The Days of Satan) (Amsterdam: Vassallucci, 2000).
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68 Saïd El HajiDe dagen, 144.
69 Abdelkader Benali, Bruiloft aan zee (Wedding by the Sea) (Amsterdam: Vassallucci, 1996).
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roccan customs (personal communication); it can be interpreted as pointing to the
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71 “The taxi driver … [could have told] that the young man was linked to the region in
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otherwise bone-dry” (Benali, Bruiloft 5). This and following quotations are Daniela
Merolla’s translation.
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160).
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the village of Touarirt on the Mediterranean coast; at a faraway time for the one and
only yesterday for the other, but far, far, far away fromThalidomide children and birth
control” (Benali Bruiloft, 7).
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e mis n tefkecht” (freely translated from Berber to Dutch: Good morning, go fetch
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76 Benali, Bruiloft.
77 Fouad Laroui, Le drame linguistique marocain (Casablanca: Le Fennec, 2011).
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